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• Satellite missions to measure 3D atmospheric winds have been called out by 
NASA 2007 and 2017 Decadal Survey.

• While space-borne Doppler lidar could provide tropospheric winds at high 
vertical resolution, its spatial coverage is quite limited.

• Atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs) derived from tracking clouds or water 
vapor through consecutive satellite images can provide complementary 
wide spatial coverage of 3D winds with relatively coarse vertical resolution.

• It is important to conduct trade studies to identify the most cost-effective 
strategy for wind measurements from satellites using Observing System 
Simulation Experiments (OSSEs). 

Motivation



• Objective: systematically explore the potential efficacy of AMVs and their 
uncertainties

– Evaluate various AMV measurement concepts

– Provide AMV error characteristics for operational data assimilation/OSSEs

– Identify potential synergy of different wind measurements

• Approach:

v Start simple – use simulated water vapor fields, assume height is known, not accounting for clouds

- Examine AMV retrieval sensitivity to parameters in the water vapor feature-tracking algorithm

- This is the best possible scenario for AMVs

v Then apply observing system characteristics (vertical weighting functions, varying horizontal 
resolution and swath, account for clouds)

AMV Retrieval Uncertainty Analysis



Ensemble WRF Nature Runs

WRF simulation domains with topography 

height color shaded for reference.
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• WRF simulations of a frontal system 

• 3 nested domains at 20 / 4 / 1.33 km grid spacing

• 75 levels with model top at 50 hPa

• Inner domain spans 3591 km x 2660 km

• Output saved every 5 minutes on the inner domain from 00 UTC 22 Nov 

2006 - 06 UTC 23 Nov 2006 

• 30 hours, ~14 TB/run

• 10 member ensemble, varying:

• Initial/boundary conditions: GFS, FNL, ERA-I 

• Microphysical schemes: WSM6, Thompson, Morrison

• Initialization time: 00 UTC vs 06 UTC 22 Nov. 2006



• Model: GEOSadas-5_17_0
• Initial data: MERRA2 
• Initial time: 2100UTC 11/20/2006
• Output interval: 5 min
• Grid resolution: 0.0625°

GEOS-5 Nature Run
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Results using WRF Nature Run
5 minute Δt, 1.3 km Δx/Δy

• Tracking algorithm recovers the approximate distribution of winds in the cyclone
• There are obvious gaps (low water vapor content, wind directions relative to gradients)

Water Vapor (kg/kg) “True” Winds (m/s) AMVs (m/s)

850 hPa



Tracking over larger FOV produces lower accuracy but higher yield.
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Δt = 5 min Δt = 10 min Δt = 15 min Δt = 20 min

Sensitivity to Sampling Interval
Retrieved Winds at 850 hPa

Difference between Retrieved and Modeled Winds at 850 hPa
Δt = 5 min Δt = 15 minΔt = 10 min Δt = 20 min



• Retrieval errors are generally within ±2 m/s.
• Retrieval errors are large when moisture content or moisture gradient is low.
• Large errors occur when wind direction is perpendicular to moisture gradient.

Y-axis: Difference between retrieved AMV wind speed and nature run.

State Dependent AMV Errors
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• Operational GOES-R AMV algorithm has more stringent quality control, resulting 
in smaller yield and less RMSVD of AMV wind retrievals.

• U. Wisconsin algorithm: operational GOES-R AMV feature-tracking algorithm
• JPL algorithm: simplified MISR CMV feature-tracking algorithm

No
retrieval

Comparing Feature-Tracking Algorithms



Microwave Sounder 
Smoothing Function

Infrared Sounder 
Smoothing Function

Comparing Different Sounders (MW vs. IR)

1.8 km altitude, 4 km horizontal resolution 



1.8 km altitude
4 km horizontal 
resolution
dt=15 min  



• Altitude: 1.8 km
• Nature Run: dx, dy = 4 km
• MW and IR: vertically 

smoothed water vapor fields 
using the corresponding 
smoothing function

• As the sampling interval increases from 5 minutes to 20 minutes, the retrieval yield decreases but 
accuracy increases (errors decrease). 

• VerDcal coarsening increases AMV retrieval yield but reduces accuracy. 

• The IR sounder provides less retrieval yield (regardless of cloud masking) but slightly beGer 
accuracy (less error) than the MW sounder. 



From 
Nature Qv

From 
MW Qv

From 
IR Qv

Moisture (g/kg) Moisture gradient (g/kg/km)
Angle between wind direction and 

moisture gradient (°)

dt = 15 min
30 km FOV,
1.8 km altitude



8.3 km ~ 341 hPa
5.3 km ~ 519 hPa
2.7 km ~ 728 hPa

• Time interval ↑, yield ↓, rmsvd ↓

• Al@tude ↑, yield ↓, rmsvd ↑

• At high al@tudes, MW and IR have 

quite similar yield and rmsvd

• At low al@tudes, MW has higher 

yield and rmsvd than IR

Comparing Different Altitudes 



Using the GEOS-5 
Nature Run 

Retrieved AMV –
Model Wind



Impact of Sampling Inteval on Minimum Detectable Wind Speed



• The uncertainty of water vapor tracking AMV wind speed is about ±2 m/s
• Retrieval error is large when 

– Water vapor content or moisture gradient is small
– Wind vectors are oriented along vapor contours

• Algorithm sensitivity: trade-off between accuracy and yield
– Rapid sampling: larger yield, lower accuracy
– Larger FOV produces smaller yield, higher accuracy (at 4 km dx)
– Higher altitude: smaller yield, lower accuracy

• At high altitudes, MW and IR have quite similar yield and error; At low 
altitudes, MW has higher yield and error than IR

• At coarse horizontal resolution (≥ 7 km), a relatively long sampling interval 
(≥ 30 min) is required to detect weak winds

Summary


